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The necasary conditions on the densities and external field strengths for the successful performance of
certain previously proposed experiments for observing effects of parity nonconservation in hydrogenlike
atoms and two-electron ions are discussed and the necessary measuring times are estimated. It is shown
that the required conditions can actually be met only for the experiment with the Cu XXVIII ion.
PACS numbers: 31.90. +s

Effects of parity nonconservation in radiative atomic
transitions due to the weak interaction between electrons and nucleons have been repeatedly discussed in
recent years (see the review articles by Alekseev e t
al., "'Moskalev e t al.,
').
and ~ o r s h k o v ~ ~ Specifically, it has been suggestedc4x51
that parity violation might
be observed in the radiation from the 2sl12 Isll2transition in the hydrogen atom and the 2 ' ~ ~l1s0
- transition
in two-electron ions. However, the authors of Refs. 4
and 5 did not consider certain phenomena (or did not
consider them in sufficient detail) that make such experiments more difficult o r impossible. These phenomena will be discussed in this paper.

-

I. ALLOWANCE FOR COLLISIONS
As a result of collisions of the beam ions (atoms)
with one anot'ner, with residual-gas ions (atoms)," and
with stray electrons, the 2 ~ , ~ , ( 2 'state
~ ~ ) may be deexcited with emission of photons in the continuous spectrum. The effect we a r e interested in-the radiation of
an isolated ion-can be observed provided

where W and Wo a r e the probabilities for one-photon deexcitation of the ion with and without allowance for collisions, wo=E, Ef where E,,f a r e the energies of the
excited and ground states of the ion (ii = c = 1), and wD is
the Doppler width.

-

In estimating W it is sufficient to take the nearest intermediate states into account: the 2pl12 state for the
one-electron case, and the 2 ' ~ , and 2'p1 states for the
two-electron case. Thus we have the following expression for the probability for de-excitation of a hydrogen
atom in collisions with residual-gas particles:

a ~ - ~ , ~ ~ w(o,-o-~,)=+r;/4~.
,a~i[

(2)

We can write a similar formula for a two-electron
ion:

in which k assumes the two values 1 and 3 corresponding
to the 2lpl and 2'p1 intermediate states of the ion, (11= 1,
and

where VLS is the spin-orbit interaction operator (Fig.
1).
For collisions of beam particles with neutral particles
we can put o- nq", where q = mffZ is the average momentum of the ground state of an atom with nuclear
charge Z. For collisions of atoms with charged particles we have o- n ~ ) * v - ~(see
d Ref. 7 ) .
From formulas (1)-(3) we obtain upper bounds for the
residual-gas particle density p and the atomic density
po of the beam. We note that there a r e no practical
limitations on the density for ion beams. The wave
function for the relative motion of the ions contains the
factor (1 + efd1V)-'12on account of the Coulomb interaction. For the values 10'~-10'~characteristic of v, the
that appears on the right in Eq. (3) is "
factor (1 +erUZIY
very small a s compared with unity, and condition (1) is
satisfied for all realistic values of p,.

-

The limitations on p and p, a r e discussed inGorshkov's
review. c31
'ImEXTERNAL

Let us suppose that there a r e stray external fields involved in the experiment: electric fields D and magnetic fields H. The de-excitation of the 2slI2 and 21so
states a r e described in the nonrelativistic approximation by the graphs of Figs. 2 and 3, where H F and W

where p is the residual-gas particle density, vo is the
beam velocity, o is the cross section for collisions accompanied by the 2sl12- 2plI2 transition, LP= E(2slI2)
E(2pl12), W@ is the probability for one-photon de-excitation of the 2pl12 state; and rpis the width of the
2pln level. The quantity n = wD/w0 can be reducedCB'to
values of the order of

-
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FIG. 1.
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represent the hyperfine and weak interactions of the
electrons with the nucleus. The amplitude can be expressed in the form
-

F=Fa+Fb+Fc+Fa.

(4)

When H = D = 0 we have F, = F,,= 0; then the parity nonconserva6on effects arise from the interference of
graphs a and b (see Figs. 2 and 3), and F8 << Fa. The
fields D and H also stimulate de-excitation of the excited states (graphs c and d in Figs. 2 and 3). The corresponding terms in the amplitude a r e

where qi,, are the wave functions for the initial and
final states of the ions, A and VDw)are the operatorsfor
the interaction of the electron with the photon field and
with the electric and magnetic fields, and G is the
Green's function. Neglecting the interaction between
the electrons (which is small of the order of 2") we use
the wave function in the Coulomb field of the nucleus.
For the operators V D ( Hwe
) have
V,=-e (rD),

and

c

b

a

d

FIG. 3.

The expression for Fe for the one-electron case was obtained by Azimov et al.

'"

Turning to graph d, we see that the first term in formula (7) does not contribute to the amplitude since the
spin of the initial state and the orbital angular momenta
of the initial electrons are zero. The second term in
(7) mixes states with orbital angular momentum 1= 2 to
the initial state without changing the spin. A calculation of Fd using the nonrelativistic Coulomb Green's
functionC8'gives
HZoo
Fd=sn'"aY' -- (hnj (he),
m 11'

where h = H / H and n is a unit vector in the direction of
the photon momentum.
In order to be able actually to perform the experiments proposed in Refs. 4 and 5, the fields D and H
must be such that the following conditions are satisfied

Formula (7) is obtained by substituting the vector potential

(11)
(12)

F,<rnax (F., b ) ,
F 6 m a x (Fa,b) .

In addition, account must be taken of the fact that an
electric field D can be induced by the magnetic field:

for a uniform magnetic field into the Pauli approximation

to the Hamiltonian for the motion of the electron in the
external field.
In the case of a two-electron ion the main contribution to G comes from the nearest intermediate states of
parity opposite to that of the initial state, i. e., from
the 2 ' ~ ' and 2'p1 states; then for G we can use the sum

D=[v X H ]

,

(13)

where v is the particle velocity. An upper bound for D
was calculated by Azimoy et al.
I ' ' and estimated by
Gorshkov and ~ a b z o v s k i i ' ~from
'
condition (11). For
realistic velocities v, one obtains more rigid conditions
on H from (13) than those obtained in Refs. 4 and 5 from
the condition that the effects simulating parity nonconservation be small. Graph d was not taken into account
in Refs. 4 and 5, although it substantially alters the situation for experiments in a strong magnetic field.
When H is large, Eq. (13) leads to a limitation on the
transverse velocity component v ~ .

"'

Ill. MEASURING TIME
in which the contribution from the k = 3 term vanishes
unless account i s taken of the admixture of the 2 ' state
~ ~
to the 2'p1 state a s a result of the spin-orbit interaction:

If the magnitude of the parity nonconservation effects
is P, the number N of recorded photons will be

-

(14)

N=p,VvPW,~,

where ist the working volume, T is the observation
time, po is the density of ions in the necessary state,
and v is a coefficient characterizing the efficiency of
the experiment (v 10-'-10-~). The recording of F"'
photons must be interpreted a s a fluctuation in the funlo, we
damental decay mode. If we require that NF'obtain

-

For most of the experiments proposed Gorshkov and
~ a b z o v s k i ~ T~ turns
''
out to be unrealistically long.

FIG. 2.
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Now let us see what conditions (I),., (ll), (12), and (15)
lead to for the cases discussed earlier in Refs. 4 and
5.

D S 0.2 V/cm and Hl j; 1 G (H,,S 100 G). For the characteristic values po- lo5 ions/cms and v - 1QS, we find
7- 6 lo6 years.

1. The H atom

B. The 2's0 and ZSp1 levels cross at H= 10' G with
L, = (Ps/2)r,; then Fa= I;,= 4&. The limitations on
the densities a r e p S 5 los atoms/cms and pj; 5 10
eledrons/cms. Then the measuring time is r 1.3
hours. The condition on the field is D 5 10- V/cm,
from which follows the condition vlj; 3 .
Now if
we make L,- $,,
the probability of the process increases by four orders of magnitude (F- Fband P- FbFd/
F f - 1 0 ~ ~however,
);
the conditions on D and vl remain
as before.

A. For experiments in which no external magnetic
field is applied and the characteristic values in nand ve- 10" obtain, we find: po S 10' atoms/cms, p S 109
atoms/cms, p S 10 ions/cms, and p~ 10 electrons/cms.
Then the measuring time is T 10'~-' sec (here and below we assume that V- 1 cmS).

-

-

If the component of the velocity v perpendicular to the
beam velocity is vJ- lom5,the limitation on D found in
Ref. 4 leads to the following condition on the allowable
magnetic field strength H, which is more stringent than
the corresponding condition found in Ref. 4: H S 10'' G
(in any case the component of H perpendicular to the
beam velocity must satisfy the condition HAS 10" .G;the
condition on the component parallel to the beam velocity
is HI1 S 10" G).
B. If the experiment is performed in an external field
of strength H= lo3 G, ['I then po 5 10' atoms/cms, p S 10
atoms/cms, and p j; 100 ions/cms; in this case, from the
condition Dj; lo4 v/cmC'' there follows the condition vl
s 10-1'.

2. The He atom
A. For H=0, n- lo-', and vo- lo*, we obtain poS 10'
atoms/cms for the beam density and p S 10' atoms/cms.
The conditions on the stray fields a r e D S 10'' V/cm and
H 5 5.
G. Then from (15) we find r 10" years.

-

B. The 2'p1 and 2's0 levels cross at H = 3.10' G. If
in this case L,, = (lj/2)T',(see Ref. 5), then &= Fb. In
such an experiment, however, one cannot observe P- 1,
a s was proposed in Ref. 5. As is evident from (lo), F
-Fa- 10'Fa,, for such values of H. Here the principal
P-odd effect is interference between graphs b and d.
The probability for the process i s

and for L,, = Qr,, P is maximal (P= $ in Weinbergs
modelCg1). Then 7-0.1 sec and p, 10' atoms/cms. Unfortunately, it follows from (11) that D 5; 4 10" V/cm,
and this leads to the condition v1 5 lo-'', which cannot be
satisfied.
The zSP1and 2's0 levels cross at H = 6. 10' G (the second root of the secular equation in Ref. 5), and the
and 2's0 levels cross at H= 10' G. The interference between graphs b and d gives P- 10" in the first case and
P- 10" in the second case. The respective conditions
on the electric field are D S 10'' V/cm and D j; 10" V/
and vl
cm, and these lead to the conditions vl 5
j; 10-ll.

4. The CuXXVlll ion
.

the conditions
In this case, when vo- 10" and non the densities a r e p S; 5 lo9 atoms/cms and p 5 5 10'
electrons/cm3. For po- 10' ions/cms we have 7- 0. ld'
sec, i. e. , 7 - 2 min if v- lom3. The conditions on the
stray fields a r e 0.12 V/cm, H,S 7 G, and H,, 5: 700 G.
At H= 700 G, the magnitude of the effects that imitate
parity nonconservation i s

Formula (15) does not take into account the decrease
in the density of ions in the 2'~, state on traversing the
distance x from the point of excitation to the point of observation: po(x)= po(0)exp(- X/V,,T~). Under conditions
(1) and (11) the lifetime ro of the 2's0 state i s determined
by two-photon decay: r O =1.5 lo-" sec. 'lol If vO- lo-',
distances x S
cm a r e allowable.

.

Thus, it is impossible to measure the effects of parity
nonconservation in hydrogen atoms and CV ions by using
an external magnetic field to bring the levels closer together because the necessary conditions on the transverse velocity vl of the beam particles and, in the case
of hydrogen, on the densities, cannot be met. The corresponding experiment with helium atoms is impossible
in principle because of the de-excitation of the atoms in
the magnetic field; the modification of the helium experiment described above is also impossible because
of limitations on vl. Experiments in which no magnetic
field is used to bring the levels together require unrealistically long measuring times in the case of hydrogen and helium atoms and CV ions, and for hydrogen
atoms such experiments also impose severe conditions
on the external fields and the densities. Only the conditions required for experiments with CuXXVIIl ions
turn out to be actually satisfiable.
The author thanks V. S. Bobashev, V. G. Gorshkov,

and A. M. Moskalev for valuable discussions.

or simplicity we shall speak of ions.

3. The CV ion

A.

For H = 0 the conditions on the densities (when go
10' atoms/cms and p S 10'
electrons/cms. The limitations on the stray fields are

- 10" and n- 10") a r e p
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General formulas have been obtained which express the contribution of atomic electrons to the
bremsstrahlung and absorption cross sections in electron-atom collisions in terms of the dynamic atomic
polarisibiiity. Application of these formulas enables experimental data on the optical breakdown threshold
of alkali metal vapors to be brought into qualitative agreement with the cascade theory of breakdown.
PACS numbers: 34.80.Dp, 5 1.70.+f

1. Bremsstrahlung and the absorption by electrons
of photons when they a r e scattered by atoms play, a s is
well known, a determining role in the development of
optical breakdown in gases. <'] The same mechanism to
a significant extent determines the heating of plasma by
laser radiation, and also manifests itself in a number
of other phenomena.
In theoretical calculations of the bremsstrahlung ef fect it is usually assumed that the electromagnetic quantum i s absorbed o r emitted by the scattered electron a s
a result of which the bremsstrahlung c r o s s section can
be related to the transport cross section for elastic
(nonradiative) scattering of electrons by atoms. E''2'
Although the question of the role played by atomic electrons in the emission and absorption of bremsstrahlung
photons has been repeatedly discussed in the literature
at the present time investigations of it do not exist. An
exception is Ref. 3 in which the important role played
by atomic electrons in bremsstrahlung was numerically
demonstrated for the case of the scattering of electrons
by the ground state of the hydrogen atom.
In the present paper the effect of atomic electrons on
the bremsstrahlung c r o s s section is investigated by
utilizing a number of approximations of the theory of
nonradiative electron-atom collisions. As a result of
this we succeed in obtaining physically transparent formulas for arbitrary atoms which contain a single characteristic-the dipole dynamic polarizability of an atom
at the frequency under consideration.
2. We first state some elementary considerations
which enable us to understand the principal result. c4'
We consider induced bremsstrahlung which a r i s e s in the
scattering of electrons by atoms in the presence of a
65
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strong electromagnetic wave of frequency w. Under the
action of the electric field of the wave the atom becomes
polarized and long range forces l / r 2of the "chargedipole" type appear which significantly alter the cross
section for the Process.

-

For an atom in an S-state the polarizability is a scala r , and the scattering potential has the form
V(r, t) =VA(r)

ea(o)
+ -+Eor)cos

wt.

where

is the interaction between an electron and an atom in the
absence of the wave, Z is the nuclear charge, r, a r e the
coordinates of the atomic electrons, Eois the amplitude
of the electric field of the wave, which in the dipole apis the polarizproximation depends only on the time,
ability of the atom at the frequency w.

We write the wave function for an electron in the field
of the wave in the form (c = A = 1)
I$.(.,

{iP1 -

t )=

kj

(P

+ $sin

~t')~dt'].

The probability of scattering p- p' determined in the
f i r s t Born approximation is by the expression

n~.,.=

1

dl d t exP { i l l l i p

x[

v.
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